Media statement

Date: 15 JANUARY 2019

MEC ROSHO WANTS ANSWERS FROM NON-PERFORMING HOUSING CONTRACTORS

The MEC for Local Government and Human Settlements Motlalepula Rosho has met with
housing contractors of Bojanala on Tuesday to review, strategize, refocus, realign programs and
demand answers as to why are they not performing as expected.

The contractors raises various issues affecting their performance ranging from beneficiaries who
cannot be traced, finance and lack of cooperation from municipalities. Out of thirty three
expected contractors, only eleven came which Rosho did not take kind and defined it as
unacceptable behaviour which cannot be tolerated in her department.
“slow project implementation by developers and those contracts which came to an end before
completion, must not be extended, the supply chain management must not be lenient to end such
contracts as this must send a stern warning message to other developers to make use of time
given to them to finish their projects on time or face the wrath of being terminated without
hesitation when not performing” charged Rosho.

The MEC remain adamant that implementation of Human Settlement remain fundamental and
cannot be compromised which include quality work to change the lives of the people of the North
West Province. At the centre of heightened engagement, Rosho emphasized the fact that woman
contractors must be supported at all levels, at same time, must perform without fail.

Departmental officials did not escape harsh words from the MEC who emphasise team work and
avoid working in silos to ensure effective service delivery to the communities. “I will not hesitate
to suspend any official based on poor performance and misconduct, I want all of
you to respond effectively to your performance agreements” said Rosho.

The engagements with developers set to continue across the province which Dr. Kenneth Kaunda
District will be next this coming Friday 18 January 2019 at JB Marks municipal chamber. The
intention is to ensure that all developers are given the opportunity to raise their various issues
affecting their performance on Human Settlements implementation.
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